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The eedimenta and physical environment of 

the Sagadahoc Bay tidal flat, Georgetown, Maine 

by 

W. B. Bradley 

Objective 

This investigation of the sediments of the Sagadahoc Bay ti

dal flat was undertaken at the suggestion of the State Geologist of 

~cine, Dr. Joseph T.efethen, in the hope that the results might be 

helpful to the biologists of the Maine Department of Sea and Shore 

Jisheries in thei r studi es of clam productivity and to the biologists 

of the U. S. Fi sh and Wildlife Service who are making a systematic 

atudy of the ecology and potential yields of the soft-ahelled clam 

(MzA arenaria) in Sagadahoc and neighboring bays. The field stage 

of the investigation lasted from early July to the end of !ugnst 

1949, during which time I was assisted by W. B. Condon of the U. S. 

Geologic~1 Survey. This report and the accompanying map were pre

pared in Washington, where the laboratory studies of the sediment• 

were made by T. Woodward of the U. s. Geological Survey. 
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It is a genuine pleasure to acknowledge ~he help and coun

sel given on many aspects of this investigation by Dr. Trefethen, 

State Geologist;. R. L. Dow and Dana Wallace of the Sea and Shore 

liaheriee Department; Dr. John Glud, Dr. R. I. Tiller, Harlan 

Speare, and Walter Welch of the Jish and Wildlife Service; Dr. G. J. 



MacGinitie, Director of the Arctic Research Laboratory; and Drs. V. P. 

Woodring :~d H. S. Ladd, both of the U. s. Geological Survey. 

Methode o! s~rvey 

The flat was mapped on a scale of 200 feet to the inch by 

means of plane table and telescopic alidade. lxcept to obtain the al

titudes of a few points along the shore, which rises abruptly from the 

flat, all the altitudes were determined by short level shots, generally 

less than 500 feet. On the upper third of the flat, where the drain

age pattern is more complex, altitudes were taken at rod stations 

approximately 75 feet apart; over most of the rest of the flat the 

distances between stations were approximately 150 feet. Additional 

altitudes were determined, however, wherever they were needed for 

better definition of topographic features that might prove to be of 

value. During the survey it was discovered that the rocks, partic

ularly along the east shore and at the north end o! the bay, contain 

magnett ·te, which made our magnetic orientations of the plane table 

quite unreliable. Consequently, a triangulation net vas established 

and all the plane-table traverses were adjusted to it. The triangu

lation pointe are shown on the map. All but the one on the southern 

Black Rocke leland are marked by small rock cairns. 

A line of levels was run by plane tabl~ from the nearest 

permanent bench mark to establish the datum of mean sea level. The 

datum to determined is, of course, not exact but it probably ~od to 

the neareat foot. On the flat, however, we tried to keep altitudes 
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of individual stations within an error of L 0.2 foot. Probably the 

easiest reference point to identify is the highest point of the single 

large omoothly rounded boulder perched on the southern Black Rocks 

IslAnd in the upper part of the tidal flat. This point was used as 

one of the triangulation stations and the altitude we assigned is 

6.6 feet above mean sea level. The contours on the map are adjusted 

to that altitude. 

The low-tide line at the seaward end of the tidal flat as 

shown on the map is only an approximation because it is difficult to 

judge when the tide has reached its lowest stage and impossible to 

map much of it by plane table in the brief interval of lowest stage. 

Moreover, the low tides themselves differ more or less systematically 

by as much as 1 or 2 feet. The low-tide line eho'm on the map was 

Sketched on two different days, both of which were windy. No partic

ular effort was ma~e to define the low-tide line more exactly be

cause it seemed to have no critical bearing on the study of the 

clams. 

Configuration and drainage of the flat 

Virtually all the tidal flat proper lies below mean sea 

level. Jrom the low-tide line the surface rises only about 4i feet 

in its length of nearly a mile. Water drains off this flat contin

uously while it is exposed between tides. A small pert of this wat

er apparently is freah water that drains out of the porous soil and 

gravelly glacial deposita on the land adjacent to the marsh upstream 
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!rom the flat, and from a smaller marsh southeast of the small bay on 

the east aide of the flat. The amount of fresh water is eo small that 

the water flowing in the main channel at the head of the tidal flat 

tastes distinctly salty even hours after the tide has ebbed. Moat of 

the water draining off the flat is sea water that has either run up 

into the marsh or soaked into the sandy mud which makes up the flat. 

The sandy mud is sufficiently porous that it yields its contained 

water at a slow nearly uniform rate from all parte of the flat that 

have readily apparent slopes. This ubiquitous source of water, the 

drainage from the marshes, and the twice daily flood and ebb of a 

huge volume of tidal water all conspire to produce a complex and dis

tinctive drainage pattern. Abandoned channels and larger, but ex

tremely shallow, depressions remain ponded between tides though they 

continue to drain very slowly • 

.1 few relatively high areas that consist of rather clean 

eand drain out to 1ryness, or near dryness, between tides. These 

are constructional features built up largely by tidal currents. One 

of the moat notable of theae is a rather large, roughly tri angular 

mound on the west side of the flat, filling a southwestward bow of 

the main channel where it crowde into the southern half of !ed Boom 

Bay. At the higheat point this mase of sand rises to mean sea level. 

Toward the west and northwest this feature ie flanked by steep emooth 

banke of firm, well-drained sand. Southwestward along the eaet aide 

of the main channel this accumulation of sand tapers out into a 
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natural levee whose crest falls off seaward. 

A somewhat comparable "high" sand area rises a little north

east of the center of the flat. This "high" is elliptical; ita crest is 

defined by the -1-foot contour. This high has a relatively steep, short 

northeastward elope and a very long southwestward slope. Like the "high" 

on the west side of the flat, it trails out into a low na.tural levee, 

which itse f has a "high" (1.0 ft. below mean sea level) vest of the 

mouth of the small bay on the east side of the flat. 

Only one other high sand area. that has these same general char

acteristics is worth particularizin • This is the rather narrow wedge of 

sand that lies a little east of the canter of the upper part of the flat 

and Just southeast of the sharp dou le bend in the main channel where 

the channel crosses the flat. Like the other two sand accumula.tione de

scribed above, this "high" also has a short steep landward (northweet

vard) elope. 

Elsewhere on the flat low ridges of well-drained sand run pa.r

allel to drainage channels as short natural levees or extend out a.s spits 

in the lee of rock projections or islands. A particularly good example 

ie the spit in the extreme southeastern part of the flat, which parallels 

the easternmost channel and extends southwestward from a prominent rock 

head that Jute out from the eastern shore. This epit was formed by ebb

tide currents, which run more strongly than the floo~tide currents in 

that part of the flat. In the northern part of the flat the peak veloc

ities of flood-tide currents markedly exceed the ebb tide currents. Con

sequently a rounded, massive sand spit has built out northeastward from 

the northern end of the southern Black Rocke leland. 
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In addition to the two rather large Black Rocke Ialande in 

the northern part of the fl at there are several elongate, but small, 

nubbins of bedrock that rise a foot or two above the surface of the 

flat . These are in the southwestern part of the flat and are shown 

in solid black on the map. Judging by their size and parallelism of 

strike with that of the large masses of rock exposed around the bay 

they are probably crests of buried ridges of rock in place. Several 

similar bedrock 11 i sl ande" were mapped near the eastern margin of the 

flat. 

Sediments of the flat 

Two kinds of sediment make up the great bulk of the flat. 

These are differentiated on the map. The diagonally ~1led areae con

sist predominAntly of soft sandy mud that contains a relatively large 

proportion of silt and clay. The unruled areas consist predominantl1 

of medium-to fine-grained sand that contains relatively little silt 

and clay. Almost everywhere the boundaries between these two kinde 

of sediment are chAracterized by an inaeneible gradation from one into 

the other. 

The size distribution of the particles making up these two 

kinde of eediment was determined by mechanical a.nalyeia of one rep

reeentative sample of each. The eample of the soft mud was collected 

in the northwestern part of the flat, a little way off the rocky point 

out which the road rune. The sample of sandy eediment wae collected 

about 200 feet eaet of the lish and Wildlife Service log barrier, near 
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the western side of the midsection of the flat. Each sample represents 

spproximatelv the upper 2 inches of the sediment. Before mechanical anal

ysis the coarse detritus (shells, worm tubes, coarse frag=ents of sedge 

and algae, etc.) was screened out. The particle sizes were determined wholly 

by use of standard sieves. The accompanying graphs (fig. 1) show the 

size distribution, medians, and degree of sorting of the two represen-

tative samples. (The third analysis shown in fig. 1 will be discussed 

in a later section of the report on regimen of sedimentatio~ 

These two kinds of sediment were mapped, partly because together 

they make up almost the whole flat but mostly because they appear to be 

the two kinde of sediment likely to be significant for the clam investi

gations. The soft mud tyPe represents a relatively quiet environment 

where the bottom is rarely subject to either strong wave action or strong 

tidal currents. Hence the finest particles settle to the bottom and 

accumulate there. The sandy sediment represents an environment where 

the bottom is frequ~ntly (essentially every tide) stirred up by waves 

and tidal currents eo that most of the silt- and clay-sized particle• 

are winnowed out and transported elsewhere. Indeed, it is probable that 

most of th~ medi~ and fine-grained sand at the surface of the flat is 

not only stirred up at each tide and moved to and fro but is also forced 

to migrate progressively upslope toward the head of the baY. (See later 

section on regimen of sedimentation.) 

At a very few small place~ on the flat the medium- and fine

grained sand baa been winnowed out b.1 locally accelerated tidal currents 
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eo that only coaree sand remains. Coarse sand, pebblea, and angular 

cobbles are sparsely mixed in with the normal mud or sand of the flat 

in a narrow, discontinuous band along some of the rocky margine of the 

baY, notably along the eastern side in the midsection. Ten or fifteen 

boulders tha range in maximum di~eneion from about 2 feet to 6 feet 

were located and are shown by small crosses on the map. Most of these 

are in the upper midsection of the flat but a few were found along the 

eastern aide and two were found on the western side of the flat barely 

within the great western bow of the main west channel. 

The only other kind of sediment is the medium- to fine-grained, 

clean, well-sorted micaceous sand that makes up the beaches; notably 

ar~und Bed Boom Bar on the west side of the flat, but also at the north 

end of th flat and along the southeastern tip. Bearly everywhere the 

mean high-tide line on these beaches is shown on the map by a dash-dot 

line. The foot of theae beaches ia indicated by a daahed line. Gen

erally the foot of the beach is a zone of copious eeepage at low tide. 

History of aedimentation 

During the last lacial epoch Sagadahoc Bar was probably 

scoured nearly clear of all kinds of sediment and weathered rock by 

the ice sheet that moved slowly seaward over all the Maine coaet. The 

glacier smoothed off the rocks and rounded over the proJecting knobt 

and angles. But as the ice front retreated, melt-water etreams and 

rivera, heavily loaded with sand and gravel, must have deposited some 

of their load on the bottom of the bay and filled it up to some 
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undetermined le~el. Upon this inferred base of glacial outwash rests 

the who~a prism of post~l~G4al and modern sediments. How thick the to

tal filling of glacial, postglacial, and modern sediments is we do not 

know; nor is it pertinent to this investigation. 

It is pertinent, however, to determine, if we can, whether 

the prism of sediment in the bay is progressively building out sea

ward and particularly if, on the average, the whole surface of the 

flat is rising progressively by sedimentation. If the surface is 

being built up or cut down at an appreciable rate this would probably 

have a significant effect on the welfare of the clams. 

Several lines of evidence have been followed in an effort 

to determine whether the surface of the flat is becoming progressively 

lower or higher, or whether it is essentially in a state of equilibrium 

such that the altitude of any one spot changes cyclically over a long 

period of time but between rather narrow limits, say a foot or two. 

Comparison of the most recent Coast and Geodetic Survey 

char e (314 and 238) published in 1947, with an early edition of No. 314 

first published in 1878 and reissued in 1907 suggests that Sagadahoc B8Y 

has filled enough in that interval to shift the low-tide line in the east

ern part of the Bay a little lese than a quarter of a mile seaward. Along 

t".e western side only a small seaward shift is indicated. Comparison of 

these charts also indicates that the water between Indian and Kennebec' 

Points has shoaled 2 to 3 feet. Probably not too much dependence should 

be placed on these figures, however, because the hydrography of such 

ehallow water ie not of much importance to navigation, particularly within 
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a bay like Sagadahoc. 

The most cogent evidence that the surface of the tidal flat 

has been built up appreciably in postglacial (probably modern) time 

was obtained from an assembla~ of shells collected at a depth of 20 

to 22 inches below the present surface of the flat. Zxcavation to 

that depth was made possible through the generous help of Dr. Trefethen 

and Dana Ws~lace and the use of the State Geological ~urvey 1 s gasoline 

engine-driven pump and well points. Well pointe driven about 5 feet 

apart and connected by one hose to the centrifugal pump effectively 

drained the water out of the sand so that a hole nearly 2 feet deep 

could be dug. The vertic~ side walls of the pit stood for some time 

without support. The sand down to about 20 inches below the surface 

wae homogeneous and essentially barren of shells except for several 

buried layers of dead Gemmae and the present-day Cemmas in the upper

most inch. Myas, of course, were found in the uppermost 6 or 8 i nches. 

Between 20 and 22 inches from the surface, however, old, chalky but 

firm and well-preserved shells were plentiful. The excavation was 

made about midway between the southern end of the southern B~ ck Bocks 

Island and the west margin of ~he flat. 

The assemblage of old shells collected from the bottom of 

this pit were studied by Dr. B. S. Ladd of the U. S. Geological Sur

vey. Hie brief report is quoted in fUll. 

"Shell e are dull and chalky, and many are worn. The con

dition of some is sugb~stive of heavy and prolonged wave action. For 

example, there is a single fragment of §pieula eolidiseima,-the heavy 
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is 3 inches long, the same valve when the animal lived 

.utt have measured 6 inches across. One of the larger Myas is worn but 
. 

the others, including a number of thin immature valves, are unworn and 

unbroken. Intertidal heavy-shellad gastropods show evidence of wear, 

the largest specimen of Thais lapilla being reduced to a part of the body 

whorl--the spire and mu4.!h of the body whorl neatly trim.med away along 

with the end of the columella and the edge of the outer lip. The larg-

eat specimen of Polinices heros has a worn outer lip and had evidently 

been rolled about before being buried; smaller examples of this species 

ehov still more evidence of wear. Many of the echinoid spines are in.. 

complete and the pointed ends of some are distinctly rounded but this 

rounding mey have occurred prior to the death of the animal; no frag-

mente of echinoid tests were found. Gemmae are abundant but the shells 

have lost most of their color and the exteriors of the valves ahov ex-

tensive pitting and scaling. A single valve of J!tarte castanea, though 

chalky, appears fresher than the other bivalves and shove no evidence of 

wear. In addition to the shells the collection contains several chip• 

of schistose rock, and slivers of fairly fresh but water-worn wood, one 

or two seeds, fish bones, and pieces of charcoal. 

"Clams appear to form a more important part of the fauna t han 

do the gastropods. The Myae are the most abundant of the larger species 

and the tiny Gemmae outnumber all other species. The number of species 

of gastropods, however, is approximately the same as that of the pelecyPods. 

"Some of the ahells probably lived at or below low-tide level. 

In this group falls the blg Polinices h6ros. This species has been 
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alive f rom low tide to depths greater than 200 fathoms, but 

it should be remembered that the heavy shell is nearly spherical and 

could rolled across a flat for long distances without being badly 

worn. The Astarte castanea has been dredged alive from 5 to 65 fath

om• and it is also known to occur alive at low-water mark. Specimens 

8l'e occas i onally f ound on beaches after heavy storms. The occurrence 

of this single unworn valve may e quite significant for it was prob

abl1 derived from the edge of the tidal flat and probably was not 

transported a~ appreciable distance fore being buried. 

"Most of the species are clearly intertidal and might have 

lived almost anywhere on the flat. In this group fall the Myas, the 

Gemmaa, the Macomas, the Spisula, the mussels, a razor clam (~nsis), 

and a number of small forme that have not been identified. The robust 

ehells of the rock-clinging gastropods such as 1hais could have come 

from near shore or from boulders or outcrops on the flat. 

~The commonest gastropod is a tiny epeciee meaeuring only 

2 to 3 mm in diameter. These delicate shelle probably belong to the 

fresh-water Pa1udestrina miputa. This species ia known from Labrador 

to New Jersey, but it is a close-to-shore species, being found on sea

weeds at about high-tide level, in salt marsh pools, and on threadlike 

plants that grow in d.1 tchee and brackish pools about marshes in company 

with Littorina. The shells are so thin and delicate that when filled 

with air they could be transported like bubblee for long distan es with

out breaking. The surprising thing is their abundance in the sand, some 

200 occurring in the small sample s eved. These shel s, unlike the eand 
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graine you recorded, moved seaward.~ 

About all that need be added to Dr. Ladd'e report is that 

assemblages of shells comparable to this are not found anywhere on the 

Sagadahoc Bay flat, even out at th~ low-tide line or in any of the chan-

nels whose bot t oms are readily visible nt low tide. The Fish and Wild-

l ife Servi ce biologists foun~ th tiny gastropods, which Dr. Ladd de-

scribes, to be extremely abundant in the upper, muddy sections of the 

flat; often occurring well over 200 per squnre foot. They seem to be 

very uncommon in the other sandier parts of the lat. A few Polinices 

ebelle, however, were found o the outer part of the flat near the low-

tide l i ne but they were not perceptibly abraided by wave action. Shells 

of the razor clam also were found near the low-tide line. The cbalkinese 
, 

of the belle indicates that the animale had been dead f or some yeare. 

Certainly they are much older than animals now inhabiting the f lat or the 

ahoal water just below low-tide l i ne. 

It appears to be a fair inference that thie aseemblage of shelle 

waa abraided by the wavee at what wae apparently the low-tide line at the 

time. In other worde, since they accumulated there Sagadahoc Bay hae 

filled with eo much additional sediment that the low-tide line bas moved 

seaward about 3,000 feet. Also the surface of the flat baa built upward 

above these old shells 20 to 22 inchee. 

lv1depce from Gemma shells.- Layers in which the shells of 

Gemma gemma are abundant were observed at several levels below the surface 

of the sandy mud where Gemmae ow live in profueion. Such layers indicate 

beyond doubt that the surface of the flat baa built progressively upward 
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a period of many yeart. lach buried layer of Gemmae represents a 

the ecological history of the flat when conditions were favor

able for th~m to prosper. much aa they now do. Evident ly conditione 

highly favorable to Gemmae recur at relatively long intervals. To 

Judge from the stratigraphic evidence of the Sagadahoc Bay flat Gemmae 

are either uncommo~ or exceedingly rare between these times of great 

abundance. 

An attempt was made at the end of the field season to trace 

these buried layers of Gemma ehells seawar1. along the long axis of the 

fla··· . J. series of short corea were taken from the vicinity of the 

aouthern Black Rocke Island in the upper part of the Bay south nearly 

to t he low-tide line. These coree were taken by driving a piece of 

l-inch pipe into the sand. Side-wall friction was evidently so great 

that we obtained corea only about one half to three quarters the depth 

of penetration. Compaction of the sand probably accounted for a rel

atively small percentage of the shortness because sand of that compo

eition has a rather small coefficient of compression. 

About all th t can be said of this attempt is that it demon

ttrated t a t i n the central part of the flat there are at least four 

bur ed layers of Gemma shells, the uppermost of which is roughly 10 or 

2 inchee below the present surface. The other thr ee lie below that 

one at intervale of 1 inch to several inches. Our evidence ia not a~ 

equate t o tell whether these represent four extensive layers or whether 

they repr ese t discontinuous thin lenses. The corea did show, however, 

that the buried Gei!UDa layers thin down and disappear seaward; no Gemmae 
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in the aeveral cores taken lose to the low-tide line. Living 

also rare or abaent from the surface of the flat near the low

tide line. Only one of the buried layers appears to represent as great a 

denaity of Gemma population as nov exists at the surface of the flat. Jlso 

eeveral of the cores shoved that between t he tvo lowermost layers of Gemma 

shells the layers vere not sharply defined; instead the ~helle were 

acattered in fair numbers throughout the sand between the shell layers. 

It would be interesting, and perhaps significant for the clay 

investigations, to know what factors in the ecology of the tidal flat 

determine these sudden climax developments of Gemma populations. Possibly 

the present profusion of Gemmae was induced by the abnormally warm and 

dry weather that has prevailed in th3t part of Maine since the spring of 

1946. (See fig. 2.) This suggestion is baaed on the assumption that 

Gemmae have become abundant only in the past 4 rears. There is no 

direct evidence fo r this, but the virtual absence of dead ~mma shells 

from the sand below the zone of living Gemmae indicates that t heir cl i

max development must have come about within a comparatively few years. 

The suggested relationship between Gemma climaxes and the warm dry weather 

also involves the pure speculation that Gemma populations are decisively 

favored by higber-th~average temperatures and less-than-average rainfall. 

Is it possible, for example, that Gemmae are among t hose mollusks that 

are adversely affected by fresh water and therefore thrive and multiply 

profuaely during eummera when there are few or no heavy rains to drench 

the f l at at low tideT Gemmae feed actively between tides in the tiny 

pools of standing water trapped in the troughs of the sand ripples on 
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~he tidal flat. Surely heavy rains would greatly decrease the ealinity 

emall pools. 

lvidence of living Myas.- If clams dig themselves in to a 

terminal depth and thereafter remain fixed in that cavity for the re

mainder of their lives they should provide an index to progressive 

changes in the thickness of the sediment above them. If tht3 sediment 

of a tidal flat is neither being eroded or being built up by deposition, 

mature clams of all ages and sizes should be found at approximately the 

same depths below the surface. If the overlying sediment is being 

eroded, and therefore thinned, the oldest and largest clams should be 

nearest to the surface and the younger ones at progressively greater 

depths. But if the sediment is accumulating then the largest and ola

eet clams should be found at the greatest depth and euccessively small

er (and younger) clams should be found at progreesively shallower 

depths - that is, up to a minimum, which should be the terminal depthe 

for ~in that particular kind of sediment. To test this theory Dr. 

Tiller and hie associates very obligingly measured the depths, sizes, 

and apparent ages of 60 mature Myas from the Sagadahoc flat. Ninety 

five percent of these came from depths of 6 inches to 9 inches, inclu

sive. The distribution and ranges in size (length in millimeters) and 

apparent age (in years) are as follows: 
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Depths in inches 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 
Size Age' Size Ait. 'Size Ase' Size Ale' Size A~' s!se A•e' §rse Ase' 

' ' f i ' 
59 ,. 6, 7 t 62 6• ?3 p· 6o 1' 98 13.S• 76 9 

' 
61 6• 68 1 t 71 1' 73 8• 68 1' as 9.5• 

' 
72 8• 74 8 t 74 8• 78 8• 75 9' 86 10 ' - l 

72 8• 74 11 ' 76 8• 81 9' 78 9' ' 94 11 
' t 

74 9' 81 11 ' 76 8• 95 13' as 9.5• 95 Jl 
t ' 

76 10' 88 12 ' 78 8• 98 14' 87 10 t 98 12 
' 

87 10' t 79 9' 87 10 ' 100 13 -- ' 
87 10' •80 9' 89 11 ' ' 

' ' 89 13' •SO 9' 92 11 ' t 

' ' -, ' ' 
' ' 80 9' 94 12 ' t 

• t t ' ' ' t 

' ' 81 9' 95 12 ' t 

' ' t t 

' 82 10' ' 101 12 t ' t 

• • f ' t t 

t ' 90 11' t 

' ' ' 
' ' 91 11' ' ' 
t ' 

' 91 u• t ' 
' t t 

' 9.8 l..l' ' t 
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In the accompanying graphs (fig. 3) the median sizes and median 

apparent age s of the clams are plotted against the depths at which they 

were fo und. The number of i t ems in som~ of the groups is small and, con

aidering the range of the valu s within each group, the medians from these 

amallest groups are probably not of much statistical significance. The 

medi an lengths for t he clams taken at depths of 6, 7, 8, and 9 inches 

represent the largest groups and these plot as a ne~rly straight line, 

lhowing a progressive increase in size with depth. The medians of the 

apparent agee show an increase wi th depth, but it is lees regular. 

Controlled experiments by the Fish and Wildlife Service biol

ogists tend to show, however, that clams Ol different sizes when re

pl anted dig in to depths that are proportionat3 to their slzee. This 

is, of cou.ree, independent of length of time buried or the rate of 

aedimentation (or erosion) of the mud in which they live. Various 

sized clams, planted at the same time in laboratory tanks, showed that 

larger clams dug in to greater depths than did the small clams. These 

clams. howevP-r, failed by about 3 inches to return to as great depth 

as those from which they were originally dug but the size-depth rat io 

under laboratory conditione was roughly the same as under original con

ditione. This 3 inch discrepancy might be explained either by accumu

lation of sediment on the flats or greater compactness of the laboratory 

eediment as compared with that on the tidal flat. 

Judging by the few data presented on the size-depth ratios 

of clams in the flat, however, it is doubtful if this part of the 

flat is building up fast enough to have a bad effect on the clams. 
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Eyidence from recollections of reaidentt.- Mrs. P. I. Bose, 

hae been coming to Sagadahoc Bay for tome 30 years, has written me 

the only piece of evidence of this kind that I have. She recalls a nat

of rock rising above the flat at thb extreme north

ern end of the flat. She wrote MWe used to cravl under this on our hands 

and knees and play store behind it, the bridge itself baing proper height 

for the coanter. It would nov, some 30 years later, be impossible for a 

child to crawl under.~ 

!vidence from boulders.- The bedrock that rises from the mar~ 

gina of the flat and moat of the boulders on the flat support a great 

abundance of mussels (Mytilue) in the zone a foot or two above tha level 

of the flat. If the surface of t he flat were rising by sedimentation 

there should be dead mussel shells on the rocks buried below the present 

surface of the fl~t. Digging around several of the boulders, however, 

revealed none. did not dig around any of the bedrock masses or nub

bins that rise out of the flat. 

lyidence from eediment st8kee. - Two 2-inch-squai ~ stakes were 

driven into different parte of the flat eo that their upper surfaces 

were flush with the sediment surface. Bo decisive changes in the level 

of mud flat were detected by means of these stakes in the 6 weeks that 

they were obserTed. 

Regimen of sedimentation 

Three dominant factors govern the traosportation of sediment 

to the Sagadahoc Bay tidal flat and along ita surface. These are waves 

and wave-generated currents, tidal currents, and the process of sand 
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Waves.- w~~es coming in from the open ocean have a general 

tendency as their bottoms touch the sea floor to stir up the sediment 

and move it back and forth. As the wave13 come into progre eively 

ahallower water they throw more and more sediment into suspension. 

The tope of such waves rise an~ are thrown forward at an accelerat-

ingrate, the net effect of which is to move sediment thus thrown into 

~uspension progressively forward despite its to-and-fro motion. It 

seems probable th~t waves, particularly waves generated by big storms 

on rising tides, are primarily responsible for the construction of the 

extensive mud flats of Sagadahoc Bay in the thousands of years since 

the continental glaciers melted away. The same process continues to-

day, bringing in from the sea floor the medium- and fine-grained sand 

that makes up the bulk of th~ flat. The streams entering the head of 

the bay bring in ~irtuallY nothing but organtc detritus as their water 

is filtered through the sedges of the long marshes upstream. 

Tidal currents.- Tidal currents are strong and play a ei~ 

nificant role in determining the configuration of t he surface of the 

tidal flat. lloo~tide currents bring upelope an abundance of fine 

mineral particles and organic detritus, moe~ of which eettlee to the 

bottom before the tide ebbs. The average tidal range is about 9 feet, 

which means th~t there is a huge prism of water moved into and out of 
. 

the bay with each tide. Locally both ebb- and flood-tide currents 

scour deeply in chan.nele, especially where they are constricted by be~ 

rock masses and islands. Where the tidal currents 1lacken abruptly they 



considerable quantities of sand. These are the aand "higha" de

earlier in the report under the heading "Configuratio~ and drain

age of the flat.M It is possible that these sand "highs" build up rapidly 

enough to be detrimental to the clams. 

In a few places the surface of the flat has recently been low

ered by eros o~ so much and so rapidly that clams were exhumed and died 

or were destroyed by predators. Such an area was observed about 400 

feet east of the northern Black Rocks Island where a sharp double curve 

of the main channel is about to be abandoned in favor of a more direct 

and shorter cou.rse southwe•tward from the top of the S curve. There, 

where ebb-tide currents short-cut the double bend. they have recently 

lowered several hundrer square feet of the surface 6 or 7 inchea. and 

dead clams are exposed in their normal living positions. In other areas 

where tidal current scour has lowered the surface only a little. worm 

tubes have been partially exhumed. 

Bo measurements of the tidal currents were made, but in a few 

places the velocities of the currents were estimated by timing the drift 

of free-floating lliA, plants past the length of a 13-foot stadia rod. 

On an incoming tide when the water that was flowing over a level sur

face in the upper part of the flat was about 8 inches deep the estimated 

rate of flow was 1.3 feet per second. In the shallow main channel the 

current n flood tide was estimated at about 2l feet per second. The 

ebb-tide currents in the upper portions of the flat at comparable atages 

of the tide have velocities estimated to be about half those of the flood 
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a. ~hie may also be generally true over all parts of the flat, 

evidence of such a marke~ difference waa observed onlT at one 

near the seaward end of the flat. 

lvidence that the flood-tide currents greatly exceed the ebb-

tide currents is provided by the scour pits and sand Mtaila1 around ob-

·Jecta that rise above the surface of the flat, such as boulders or aod 

clumps. The strong flood-tide currents scour out crescentic hollo a on 

the seaward sides of such obstacles and pile the sand up in elongate 

mounds or long tapering mounds pointed up the flat. The fact that such 

are not reversed by the ebb-tide currents shove that the ebb 

are decidedly alower. 

On the map arrows indicate the direction of flow of tidal 

currents. Most of these indicate which direction the water flowed in 

draining off the fl~t. A few that point northward at obstacles or that 

point upstream represent the direction of dominant ~lood-tide currents. 

7lood- and ebb-tide currents are not otherwise distinguished. Moat of 

these ebb-tide current directions were determined bf meaauring the com-
• 

pass bearing of marks in thd mud mad. when drifting aeaweed (predominant-

ly Yl!A latisemaJ dragged along the bot ·~om. Ulvas that had become atuck 

in the mud trailed out parallel to the ebbing <:urrent and thua provided 

another means of meaauring current direction. Locally Ulvaa aettled com-

pletely unoriented. In these areas, rep~eaented by small open circles 

on the map, there was essentially no current aa the water drained off. 

On the map also are shown a considerable number of abort linea 
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represent the axes of the crests of ripple marka. !n general they 

transverse to tidal and wave-generated currents. Moat o! them were 

produced by waves, tho gh l ocally strong currents produced highly a!ym

aetric current ripples. The o~cillation ripples are symmetrical, sharp 

crested, and were produced by waves alone. Most of th9 ripples 9re 

aeymmetric and t he side having t he steepest slope is ahovn on the map by 

a pointed node at the middle of the axis l ine. Such ripples have been 

aade aeymmetric by the action of relatively veak tidal and wave-generated 

llotation oi sand.- The advancing edge o! each incoming tide 

picks up a very considerable quantity of sand and silt which it supporta 

on the surface !11m. At the advancing edge of the water as much aa hal! 

the vater surface is coated with sand. Probably, on the average, the 

leading 10-foot band of water has about 10 percent of ita aur!ace covered 

by sand, but stringers and patches of sand extend back 50 feet or more 

!rom the leading edge. Hov far up the flat this floating sand ia carried 

depends largely on hov much the water surface is rippled by the vind. 

Ripples and vaves break the surface film and let the sand sink. ~hie ia 

almost vholly a one-vay process because the sand generally sinks long be

fore the tide turns. The thin retreating vedge of water draining of! the 

flat lays dovn whatever sand may still be floating. Sand flotation ia 

probably a significant factor in the aggradation, or up-building, o! the 

!lat. In fig. 1 is given a mechanical analysis of sand and silt collected 

from the water surface as the tide advanced over the southern half of the 

flat. This sand is much like the sand that makes up so much of the flat, 
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leea medium-grained eand and more very fine sand. It also 

contains more mica 5.3 percent as compared with 1.? percent in the average 

aandy mud daaignated sample Bo. 2 in fig. 1. Jine particles and mica are 

thus ael :ctively transported up the flat by flotation. 

Jlotation operates not only on the outer sandy parte of the flat 

but also along the upper reachae of the flat where ~he surface sediment 

contains an abundance of cl~v-eized particles and floculent organic mat t er. 

~e advancing wedge of water there carries a cum of silt and organic mat

that ie blown into a froth by the air bubbles escaping from the n~er

oua worm tubea. 

!be fact that the sand floata readily means that it ie coated 

thin layer of eome substance that ie difficultly wettable. Pre

liminary chemical testa in the Chemical Laboratory of the 0. s. Geological 

s~vey auggeet that this coating is a metallic soap, or a mixtur~ of metallic 

aoape. Such soaps are known to occur in near-shore marine sediments and 

probably are derived from the interaction of organic acids which, in turn, 

are derived from decaying organic matter aP\arnaetiaa with the magnesium 

and calcium ions of the sea water. Additional samples of the floating 

sand, however, need t o be analyzed before the coating material can be sure

ly identified. 

Conclusions and suggestions 

The Sagadahoc »aY tidal flat consieta predominatly of two kinde 

of eadiment: rather well sorted medi~ and fine-grained micaceous sand 

that contsine about 0.2 percent of organic mat t er (exclusive of annelid 
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raa and larger organ1ema) and medium- and fine-grained micaceous sand 

ized vi th a considerable quantity o! silt and clay-sized particlee. The 

nearly 2 percent of organic matter (exclusive of 

annelid vorms and larger organisms). Clams appear to thrive in both kinde 

o! sediment though they are more numerous in the claYeY material. Evident-

11 the di fferences in the kinde of sediment in this flat do not constitute 

a critical or limiting element of the physical environment of~ arenaria. 

Several lines of evidence indicate that the surface of the tidal 

flat is building up. The rate of aggr adation is not knovn, but apparently 

.it is not eo rapid as t o be a serious impediment to the welfare of the clams. 

Locally, however, sand is building up i nto mounds and ridges at a rate that 

aay be deleterious t clame; but euch areas, however, make up a negligible 

percentage o! the whole !lat. 

In a few emall areae (a fev hundred square feet) near main 

nel a the level of the flat hae recently been lowered 5 or 6 inchee by 

erosion. In these areas the clams ha been exposed and killed. 

Apparently neither sedimentation nor erosion are nov playing 

significant roles in the ecology of the Myae on the Sagadahoc Bay !lat. 

~xcavations into the upper 2 feet of sediment in the ~andy por-

tion of the flat revealed several thin layers of Gemma gemma shells. These 

layers, one half to about one inch thi k, are separated from one another 

vertically by sand that is near _ barren of Gemm , or that contains a per-

ceptibly smaller number o! them. Bach layer represents a dense population 

o! Gemmae that appeared suddenly and after a relatively !ev years died out 

about ae suddenly. A comparable dense population of these mollusks 

(25 per square inch) nov inhabita the surface of the sandy portion 
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Presumably the present inflorescence of Gemmae began only 

few years ago. The present climax population of Gemmae may have been 

1Aduced by the abnormally dry, warm weather that hae prevailed in that 

of Maine Iince the spring of 1946. 

What effect does such a dense population of surface-feeding 

.ollueks have on the Myasf Do they compete with HzA for foodf Do the 

Gemmae destroy, or starve out, the larval Myas as they settle down on 

~he flatf The ecologic significance and causes of the dense ~~mma pop

appear to be fruitful lines of inquiry in seeking explanations 

virtual absence of clam spat from the sandy portion of the flat. 

In observing the factors that tended to inhibit erosion I was 

struck with the great abundance of annelid (t) worm tubet, particularly 

in those parte of the flat where Gemmae did not abound. In many a.reae 

worm tubee are eo close together they resemble, in section, the palieade 

cella in the erose section of a leaf. Such worm tube "mate" are rathdr 

effective in preventing scour in the same w~r that impacted mate of 

Bnteromorpha are. But it seems to me eo dense a population of worms 

might be playing a much more significant role in the ecology of ~ 

Is it possible that these surface-feeding worms are destroying, or 

starving, the ~ larvae as soon as they settle to the bottom? And 

is it possible that they are competing with the adult Myas for foodt 

If my inferences are correct about the feeding habits of 

Gemma and the annelid (T) worms it appears desirable to remove the 

Gemmae and annelid (7) vorme from small test areas to observe the set 
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clams where neither of these competitors (or predators) is present. 

the Gemmae prove to be deleterious then it would be worth while to 

etudy the stratigraphy of the buried Gemma layers and also the environ

aental controls of Gemma to learn what are the naturR.l causes of 9J3mm....a 

infestations. 
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